
Problem M
Go To Goal

Ani is playing a game containing a piece and 2N +M +1 squares, numbered from 0 to 2N +M . The piece
is initially located at square 0. Ani also has N super cards and M normal cards.

In one turn, Ani can use one of her unused card. If Ani chooses to use a normal card, her piece will move
one square ahead (i.e. from square x to square x+ 1). Otherwise, if Ani chooses to use a super card, her
piece will move two squares ahead (i.e. from square x to square x + 2). Ani cannot use a super card too
often–she cannot use three super cards in three consecutive turns.

After N +M turns, the piece should be located at square 2N +M , which is the goal. Ani is wondering the
number of possible paths that her piece can use to the goal. Two paths are considered different if the piece
is located at different squares after the same number of turns.

For example, if N = 3, and M = 1, then there are two different paths that Ani’s piece can use to the goal:

1. Use the normal card in the second turn, and use the super cards in the first, third, and fourth turn.

2. Use the normal card in the third turn, and use the super cards in the first, second, and fourth turn.

Note that Ani cannot use the normal card in the first turn, since then she will need to use the super cards in
the last three turns consecutively.

Input

Input begins with a line containing two integers: N M (1 ≤ N,M ≤ 100 000) representing the number of
super cards and normal cards, respectively.

Output

Output in a line an integer representing the number of possible paths that her piece can use to the goal. As
this output can be large, you need to modulo the output by 1 000 000 007.

Sample Input #1

3 1

Sample Output #1

2

Explanation for the sample input/output #1

This is the example from the problem description.
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Sample Input #2

5 1

Sample Output #2

0

Explanation for the sample input/output #2

There is no path for Ani’s piece that satisfies all the conditions in the problem description.

Sample Input #3

5 2

Sample Output #3

3
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